
Unit 1 Review



What 
biological 
polymer is 
made of 
chains of 
Amino Acids?

�Proteins 



Monomer for 
lipids?

�Triglyceride / fatty acids



Name for a 
molecule that 
speeds up a 
reaction or 
reduces the 
activation 
energy 
needed.

�Catalyst



Name an 
example of a 
Carbohydrate 

� Glucose, sucrose, lactose, maltose, etc…



Name for a 
biological 
Catalyst

�Enzyme



A substance 
with a pH less 
than 7

�Acid



Type of 
macromolecul
e that has a 
C:H:O ratio of 
1:2:1

�Carbohydrate



Term for all 
the different 
molecules that 
are put into a 
reaction

�Reactants



Range for a 
chemical that 
is basic

�Greater than 7



Acids release 
____ ions in 
water

�H+



An atomic 
bond in which 
atoms share 
electons

�covalent



Class of 
macromolecul
es that store 
genetic 
information.

�Nucleic Acids



A reaction 
where energy 
is lost

�Exothermic



2 types of 
lipids 
depending on 
what 
temperature 
they are liquid 
at.

�Fats and oils



Term for a 
molecule, like 
water, that 
has partial 
charges on its 
ends.

�Polar molecule



• Sub atomic 
particle in the 
nucleus with 
no charge

�neutron



• Subatomic 
particle with a 
negative 
charge

�Electron



The amount of 
energy it takes 
to start a 
reaction

�Activation energy



The substance 
that bonds to 
an enzyme

�Substrate



A bond in 
which one 
atom ‘gives 
up’ an 
electron to 
another and 
they both 
become ions.

�Ionic bond



Where the 
substrate 
bonds on an 
enzyme

�Active site



Energy that is 
added to the 
products is 
a(n) 
____________ 
reation

�endothermic



What factors 
affect the 
speed of a 
reaction?

�pH and temperature



A substance 
that has an 
excess of OH-
ions

�Base



The pH scale is �Logorithmic, 0-14, pH stands for Potential hydrogen 



A neutral 
solution has a 
pH of

�7



What property 
is responsible 
for water and 
oil not mixing?

�Polarity



An 
unsaturated 
fat has 

�A double bond between carbon atoms



An example of 
a molecule 
with covalent 
bonds

�H2O


